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Abstract: Combining data from multiple sensors into a single seamless time series, also known
as data interoperability, has the potential for unlocking new understanding of how the Earth
functions as a system. However, our ability to produce these advanced data sets is hampered
by the differences in design and function of the various optical remote-sensing satellite systems.
A key factor is the impact that calibration of these instruments has on data interoperability.
To address this issue, a workshop with a panel of experts was convened in conjunction with the
Pecora 20 conference to focus on data interoperability between Landsat and the Sentinel 2 sensors.
Four major areas of recommendation were the outcome of the workshop. The first was to improve
communications between satellite agencies and the remote-sensing community. The second was to
adopt a collections-based approach to processing the data. As expected, a third recommendation was
to improve calibration methodologies in several specific areas. Lastly, and the most ambitious of the
four, was to develop a comprehensive process for validating surface reflectance products produced
from the data sets. Collectively, these recommendations have significant potential for improving
satellite sensor calibration in a focused manner that can directly catalyze efforts to develop data that
are closer to being seamlessly interoperable.

Keywords: calibration; geometric; radiometric; Landsat; Sentinel; interoperability

1. Introduction

Calibration of optical remote-sensing satellites is seen as a necessary first step to ensure the
quality of all data derived from these sensor systems. Significant amounts of time, energy, and money
have been spent to minimize the uncertainty in the data products by characterizing the sensors and
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calibrating the data both before and after launch. The traditional goal is to provide an accurate measure
of the upwelling energy from the Earth at a known location on the Earth. If the calibration effort is
done well, the at-sensor imagery (or Level 1 imagery) is an accurate measure of the energy received
at the sensor. The current state of the art for science grade systems, such as Landsat and Sentinel 2,
is in the order of 3% absolute radiometric uncertainty and less than one half pixel for geometric
uncertainty [1,2].

A variety of improvements in calibration systems, both onboard and vicarious, have made this
level of accuracy possible. Onboard calibrators, consisting of SpectralonTM reflectance panels and
lamps, have been able to achieve a degree of precision of less than 1%. Vicarious calibration methods,
such as the deployment of teams at calibration sites and the use of pseudo invariant calibration sites
(PICS), have improved over the years from 10% uncertainty to approximately 3% uncertainty today.
Improved ground control points and geometric reference images have also allowed sub-pixel geometric
accuracy. This improvement in calibration, as well as improvements in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
spectral bandpasses, radiometric resolution, star trackers, onboard GPS, and many other technologies,
has resulted in at-sensor imagery that is better than anything heretofore available.

All of these improvements, obtained steadily over the last three decades, have now been
made available to users in an unprecedented fashion through free and open data policies for many
science-grade sensors. While many such systems are in orbit, two that are quite representative are
the Landsat and Sentinel 2 sensors. Both of these systems cover the optical, near infrared (NIR)
and shortwave infrared (SWIR) portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, and have been shown
to be quite accurate with respect to geometric and radiometric calibration. Thus, users are able to
develop time series from these data that are unprecedented with respect to calibration accuracy and
temporal resolution.

However, despite all of those improvements in calibration, and the presence of multiple similar
sensors in space, the ability to blend these data together nearly seamlessly remains elusive. One reason
for this is that the effect of calibration on the derivation of the Level 2 surface reflectance products that
are necessary to produce time series of Level 3 products, such as Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI), Leaf Area Index (LAI), and Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(FaPAR), is unknown. Calibration of sensors to obtain accurate Level 1 products is generally done
without consideration of downstream products, such as surface reflectance, and their derivatives.
This rather large void in our understanding can limit the information obtainable from these data sets
significantly. Furthermore, the advent of sensor systems such as those on Landsat and Sentinel 2 that
are quite similar in their basic designs begs the question of how we can calibrate these systems so that
the accuracy, or at least the consistency, of downstream Level 2 and Level 3 products can be enhanced.

In an attempt to address the effect of calibration on the interoperability of data from similar sensor
systems, a 11/2 day “expert-panel” workshop was conducted. The workshop was held in conjunction
with the PECORA 20 conference in Sioux Falls, SD, on November 13–14, 2017. Key to the success
of the workshop was an appropriate blend of expertise so that all aspects of the problem could be
considered and solid recommendations could be developed. Since both Landsat and Sentinel 2 fly
science-grade sensor systems and produce free and openly available data, they were selected for the
focus, but with the goal being that the workshop results would not only be applicable to Landsat and
Sentinel 2, but also useful to the broader remote-sensing satellite community. Key to the problem
analysis was a discussion involving both the engineers calibrating the data and the scientists using
the data. Thus, a 10-member panel was selected that included Landsat calibration experts, Sentinel
2 calibration experts, and applications experts spanning a variety of disciplines. As seen in Table 1,
this group of individuals forms a well-rounded body of expertise to address both calibration and its
effect on data interoperability from several perspectives.
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Table 1. List of workshop panel members, their affiliation and expertise.

Panel Member Affiliation Expertise

Brian Markham NASA Landsat Prelaunch Radiometric Calibration
Ron Morfitt USGS EROS Landsat On-Orbit Radiometric Calibration
Jim Storey SGT/USGS EROS Landsat Geometric Calibration

Sebastien Clerc ACRI/ESA Sentinel 2 Geometric Calibration
Ferran Gascon ESA Sentinel 2 Quality Assurance

Bruno LaFrance CS-SI/ESA Sentinel 2 Radiometric Calibration
Adam Lewis Geoscience Australia International Data Quality Requirements

Jeff Masek NASA Harmonized Landsat and Sentinel Data
Nima Pahlevan SSAI/NASA GSFC Water applications of Landsat and Sentinel 2

David Roy SDSU Burned Area Mapping

The workshop was designed to maximize the contribution from each panel member and to emphasize
discussions among the panel members. To that end, each panel member was allowed 30 min to present his
perspective on the subject, and the rest of the workshop focused on discussions among panel members.
This paper reports on the results generated from the workshop and is organized as follows. An outline
of calibration procedures for Landsat and Sentinel 2 is provided with extensive references to detailed
information for the interested reader. After this introduction to the sensors, a calibration comparison of the
two instruments is presented. The next section of the paper presents the current status and limitations of
data operability with these sensors based on four perspectives. Lastly, the recommendations produced by
the panel are presented and the paper closes with a short summary.

2. Calibration Status of Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI)

2.1. Sensor Description

The Operational Land Imager (OLI) is the solar reflective imager on Landsat-8. OLI is described in
detail in Knight and Kvaran [3]. Key characteristics of OLI and Sentinel 2A Multi-Spectral Instrument
(MSI) are given in Table 2. Differences in SNR between the two sensors are also a function of Instantaneous
Field of View (IFOV), i.e., larger IFOV will lead to greater SNR with all other factors being equal.

OLI uses a four-mirror anastigmatic telescope to image at the focal plane. The focal plane
consists of 14 focal plane modules (FPMs), each containing 494 detectors per multispectral band and
988 detectors in the panchromatic band. In front of the telescope sits the radiometric calibration
subsystem, consisting of a shutter wheel, a diffuser wheel with two deployable Spectralon solar
diffusers and two lamp assemblies containing multiple lamps.

Table 2. Salient characteristics of Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) and Sentinel 2A.

Wavelength Range
Band Number

Center Wavelength
(Average Measured)

(nm)

Bandwidth
(Average Measured)

(nm)

IFOV (Nominal)
(m)

SNR @ MSI Ref
Radiance

(Average Measured)

OLI MSI OLI MSI OLI MSI OLI MSI OLI MSI

Deep Blue 1 1 443 443 16 20 30 60 500 1365
Blue 2 2 482 492 60 65 30 10 880 211

Green 3 3 561 560 57 35 30 10 940 239
Red 4 4 655 664 37 30 30 10 780 222

Red Edge 5 704 14 20 247
Red Edge 6 740 14 20 216
Red Edge 7 783 19 20 224

NIR (5) * 8 (865) 835 (28) 105 (30) 10 (540) 217
NIR 5 8a 865 865 28 20 30 20 540 158

Water Vapor 9 945 19 60 223
Cirrus 9 10 1373 1374 20 30 30 60 160 390

SWIR-1 6 11 1609 1613 85 90 30 20 260 159
SWIR-2 7 12 2201 2200 187 174 30 20 330 167

Pan 8 590 172 15

* OLI band 5 is most similar spectrally to MSI band 8a; though MSI band 8 is the 10 m band mostly likely to be used
in conjunction with the MSI visible bands, e.g., as in NDVI.
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2.2. Spectral Characterization

The spectral characterization of the OLI was strictly a pre-launch operation and is described
in detail in Barsi et al. [4]. Three different sets of measurements, component level, FPM level
and system level, contribute to the understanding of the spectral response of the instrument.
The integrated instrument level measurements, in principle, best represent the true response, although
these are sub-aperture, partial field and with weak signals, so out-of-band and crosstalk are not
captured. What can be observed at the integrated instrument level are the small shifts in the
spectral response across the focal plane due to the slight non-telecentricity of the telescope (Figure 1a).
The shifts cause small differences in the responses across the focal plane depending on the spectral
shape of the target (Figure 1b). In the example, the vegetated target has a spectral shape that
results in more response variability across the focal plane (although < ±0.2%) than the bare desert
target. The band average integrated instrument spectral response measurements are published
at: https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/preliminary-spectral-response-of-the-operational-land-imager-in-
band-band-average-relative-spectral-response/.
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response differences in uniformity across the focal plane when flat fielded on the solar diffuser [4].

Spectral consistency in long-term data records is one of the bigger challenges in providing
harmonized data. Even though technologies and sensors continue to evolve, perfectly consistent data
are not obtainable. Although spectral adjustment factors can be derived to better match two (or more)
sensors’ data, these factors are target- and atmospheric-dependent, meaning that to accurately calculate
them one needs to know the signature of the target and atmosphere in advance, which is clearly not
the norm in remote sensing.

More consistency and characterization in future sensors can help alleviate parts of the problem.
Designs with good internal consistency (e.g., telecentric telescopes and inherently more uniform spectral
filters) are a good starting point. Instrument-level spectral characterization of the full instrument focal
plane will also help in terms of understanding the true spectral response. Selecting common spectral bands
is probably the most useful approach for improving interoperability as any adjustments between systems
would be small and would generate small additional uncertainties in the time series.

2.3. Prelaunch Radiometric Characterization and Calibration

The radiometric calibration and characterization of the OLI instrument, both in the pre-launch
and on-orbit realms, has been well documented [5,6]. The OLI, as indicated, has extensive on-board
radiometric calibration capabilities that allow tracking its performance on-orbit. These capabilities

https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/preliminary-spectral-response-of-the-operational-land-imager-in-band-band-average-relative-spectral-response/
https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/preliminary-spectral-response-of-the-operational-land-imager-in-band-band-average-relative-spectral-response/
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by themselves do not ensure low uncertainty in the radiometric calibration of the instrument; key
pre-launch characterizations also required include instrument stability, linearity and non-uniformity,
and the calibrators’ radiometric and geometric properties.

The OLI was radiometrically calibrated prior to launch relative to radiance standards traceable to
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [5]. This calibration is available within the
data products. However, uncertainty calculations indicate that a more accurate radiometric calibration
can be obtained using the reflectance based approach. This approach relies on the knowledge of the
reflectance of the on-board diffuser along with knowledge of the illumination and viewing geometry
of this diffuser. The University of Arizona measured the diffuser reflectance at multiple-view angles,
illumination angles and locations to reflect the geometric conditions of use.

The estimated uncertainty in the reflectance-based calibration (Table 3) is about 2%, with the
dominant effects being the reflectance measurement uncertainty itself, non-linearity, geometric
uncertainty (contributes to illumination angle and view angle uncertainties), and stray light within the
diffuser assembly.

Table 3. OLI reflectance-based calibration uncertainty (modified Ball Aerospace table).

Term
Uncertainty (1σ)

CA Blue Green Red NIR SWIR1 SWIR 2 Pan Cirrus

Initial Diffuser BRDF 1.4% 1.3% 1.1% 1.0% 1.0% 1.7% 1.4% 1.1% 1.7%
Diffuser Geometry 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%
Diffuser Stray Light 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

Pristine, Wkg Non-Linearity 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Wkg, Scene Non-Linearity 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

FFOV Non-Uniformity 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3%
Long Term Stability 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0.6%

Total 2.1% 1.9% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 2.2% 2.0% 1.7% 2.3%

2.4. On-Orbit Radiometric Calibration of OLI

Radiometric calibration and characterization of the OLI instrument is accomplished by processing
all data through the Landsat Product Generation System (LPGS) or the Image Assessment System
(IAS) at the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS)
Center. To show the radiometric gain trend through time, the average response from each of the
on-board calibrators (working lamp, pristine lamp, backup lamp, working solar diffuser and pristine
diffuser) were normalized to a point in time shortly after launch. Figure 2 shows the radiometric gain
trend over time. Only the coastal aerosol (~1.5%) and blue (~0.3%) bands show any significant change
in gain over almost five years on-orbit.

The on-board calibrators provide a very precise trend of the changes in the instrument response,
but any connection to the absolute radiometric accuracy is tied back to a NIST reference through
pre-launch calibration. In order to get on-orbit validation of this pre-launch calibration, vicarious
methods are used [7] as provided by the University of Arizona and South Dakota State University
(SDSU). While the vicarious results are not precise enough (~3–5%) to identify small errors or short-term
trends, the results provide a measure of the absolute radiometric accuracy and enable long-term gain
adjustments [8]. The University of Arizona developed an automated radiometric calibration test site
(RadCatS), deployed in Railroad Valley, Nevada, that provides surface measurements continuously
throughout the day [9].
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2.5. Landsat-8 Geometric Calibration

For the Landsat-8 mission, geometric calibration refers to the process of measuring key elements
of the OLI and Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) sensor line-of-sight models to ensure accurate pointing
knowledge. These calibration parameters may be sensor characteristics, for example, relative spectral
band alignment or sensor chip placement, or they may capture the relationship between the sensor and
the observatory, for example the OLI sensor’s attitude control system alignment. The geometric
parameters that make up the sensor model were measured during instrument and observatory
prelaunch integration and testing. These measurements were used to construct the at-launch
sensor line-of-sight model. The prelaunch geometric calibration was refined during the on-orbit
observatory commissioning period immediately following launch [10]. This was necessary since some
geometric characteristics can change between the ground test and on-orbit operation environments due,
for example, to launch shift and zero-G release; and because many of the critical angular parameters
can be measured more accurately on-orbit due to the long lever arm when viewing Earth targets as
compared to prelaunch laboratory measurements. The on-orbit geometric calibration parameters and
resulting calibrated OLI and TIRS sensor models were released for operational product generation
at the end of the commissioning period. These parameters are evaluated and adjusted as needed
subsequently, based upon an ongoing performance characterization and calibration monitoring activity.

2.5.1. Geometric Calibration Parameters

Table 4 summarizes the geometric calibration parameters that are maintained on-orbit for the OLI.
The table identifies the calibration operation that is used to update each parameter, and briefly describes
the purpose and frequency of each calibration. These parameters can be adjusted to improve internal
image geometry (focal plane alignment), band registration accuracy (band alignment), and absolute
geolocation accuracy (sensor alignment).

Prior to launch, it was expected that all parameters would require some fine-tuning during
commissioning but that only the OLI sensor to spacecraft attitude control system (ACS) alignment
would be likely to require subsequent, possibly seasonal, adjustment during normal operations.
This has been confirmed by events with only two minor calibration parameter adjustments (in July
2013 and February 2014), both to the OLI-to-ACS alignment, having been applied since the end of
commissioning. This stable calibration has made it possible to achieve absolute geolocation accuracy
of 18 m (CE90) for the duration of the mission to date [10].

Table 4. OLI geometric calibration operations and parameters.

Operation Parameter Purpose Frequency

OLI Sensor Alignment OLI to attitude control
system alignment matrix

Estimate OLI orientation relative to attitude
control system to improve absolute pointing

knowledge/geolocation.

During commissioning.
Update quarterly as needed.

OLI Focal Plane Alignment Pan band sensor chip
lines-of-sight

Estimate corrections to pan band line-of-sight
model for each sensor chip assembly to

improve internal alignment of sensor modules.

During commissioning.
Monitor and update if needed.

OLI Band Alignment MS band sensor chip
lines-of-sight

Estimate corrections to MS band line-of-sight
models to improve band-to-band alignment,

holding pan band fixed.

During commissioning.
Monitor and update if needed.

2.5.2. Calibration, Reference Data, and Interoperability

An important additional factor in Landsat-8 OLI product geometric accuracy is the use of ground
control points during product generation to ensure multi-temporal registration for products throughout
the Landsat archive. These control points were originally derived from the Global Land Survey (GLS)
data set composed of Landsat 7 data circa 2000 [10]. The use of ground control for registration can
be thought of as a type of per-product calibration wherein the ground control points serve as the
calibration standard. The geometric accuracy of Landsat-8 products is thus dependent upon the
accuracy of the control point standard as much as or more than the inherent accuracy of the calibrated
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Landsat-8 OLI system. The accuracy of the GLS framework is estimated to be 25.8 m (CE90) so,
for Landsat-8, the use of ground control to achieve multi-temporal consistency negatively affects
absolute product accuracy. Although it ensures registration accuracy within the Landsat archive,
the GLS control limits registration accuracy to other data sets, such as Sentinel-2, that are not tied to
the GLS framework.

Direct comparison of Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 data at 317 globally distributed test sites, with
locations shown in Figure 3, resulted in a measured registration accuracy of 22.9 m (2 σ). This is
somewhat better than might have been expected given the estimated accuracy of the GLS framework,
but it is still more than two-thirds of an OLI multi-spectral pixel. Significantly better registration
accuracy is required to allow Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 data to effectively interoperate. A global
re-triangulation of the GLS control framework is underway using Landsat-8 data to improve the
consistency and accuracy of the global control reference [11]. The triangulation will include tie points
extracted from the Sentinel-2 global reference image (GRI) to make the two frameworks consistent and
improve registration accuracy and interoperability. Completion is expected in early 2019 to support a
complete Collection-2 reprocessing of the Landsat archive.
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3. Calibration Status of Sentinel-2

3.1. Sensor Description

As part of the Copernicus program of the European Union (EU), the European Space Agency
(ESA) has developed and is currently operating the Sentinel-2 mission acquiring high spatial resolution
(10 to 60 m) optical imagery. The Sentinel-2 mission concept draws in large part from the heritage of
the Landsat program, as well as from the French Satellite Pour l’ Observation de la Terre (SPOT) series.

The Sentinel-2 mission is performed by 2 identical satellites (S2A, launched in June 2015, and S2B,
launched in March 2017) each carrying a single imaging payload named MSI (the Multi-Spectral
Instrument). Thanks to a wide imaging swath of 295 km, the two satellites ensure a revisit time of
5 days over a large part of global emerged lands and coastal waters, producing some 4 Terabytes of data
every day.

The MSI is a pushbroom imager with a three-mirror anastigmat design utilizing 10 focal plane
modules forming 10 bands in the visible and near-infrared (VNIR) and 3 bands in the SWIR (see [12] for
a complete description). A solar diffuser can be positioned at the entry of the telescope for radiometric
calibration purposes. Unlike OLI, the MSI does not accommodate an additional reference diffuser or
calibration lamps.
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3.2. Radiometric Calibration

Use of the onboard solar diffuser is the principle absolute radiometric calibration approach
and is fully described in [2]. The solar diffuser provides a bright and uniform image of the solar
illumination, for which the incoming solar irradiance is well known based upon use of a relevant solar
spectrum irradiance (Thuillier model recommended by the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
(CEOS) [13]) convoluted by the spectral band definitions, and accounting for a fine Earth–Sun distance
calculation (based on Orekit [14]). As with Landsat OLI, knowledge of the detailed solar-diffuser
bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is the most sensitive point of the calibration
method. A refined diffuser BRDF that fits a Rahman model better characterizes the diffuser panel.
The overall gain trend for Sentinel 2 A and B are shown in Figure 4.

The radiometric sensitivity of Sentinel-2 MSI presents a slight decrease with time. The absolute
gain coefficients decrease by about 0.1% to 0.4% for S2B over six months in space, depending on the
spectral band (Figure 4, use of the refined BRDF). For S2A, the trend of sensitivity loss reaches 0.4 to
1.0% over two years and half in orbit.

Validation of the absolute calibration is based on vicarious measurements. Many methods are
applied: the Rayleigh calibration method, the desert (PICS) calibration method, the in situ calibration
method, and the inter-sensor calibration method. These methods are fully discussed in [2,15].
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Figure 4. Refined time series of absolute gain coefficients for S2A and S2B based on the improved
solar-diffuser bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) model.

The Rayleigh calibration method is based on the comparison of the observed atmospheric molecular
scattering over oceans with simulations. It allows an absolute calibration of the shortwave bands, from
blue (B01) to red (B04). The desert calibration method is performed over 6 CEOS PICS in North Africa (http:
//calvalportal.ceos.org): bright sites, spatially uniform and mainly very stable over time. This calibration
method is based, too, on simulation of the observations [16]. The in situ calibration method is a collaborative
task between the University of Arizona, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
S2-MPC using the well-known Railroad Valley calibration site in Nevada.

Figure 5 illustrates the results for the spectral bands of MSI-A and MSI-B. Discrepancies between
the different methods are lower than 5%, which is in the range of the Sentinel-2 specifications.
The desert PICS validation method shows a consistency of the absolute calibration with discrepancies

http://calvalportal.ceos.org
http://calvalportal.ceos.org
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even lower than 3% for all the bands, except the 705 nm band for MSI-A. Results for the in situ
validation, over the Railroad Valley site, are in the same range of discrepancies. For the Rayleigh
calibration, a 4% discrepancy is obtained at the maximum for the B01 band, centered at 440 nm. In this
spectral range, even if the Rayleigh scattering is the strongest, the sensitivity of the method to an
uncertainty on the water reflectance is important.

One can also notice the MSI-B reflectance is lower than the MSI-A reflectance for VNIR bands
(see green squares on the bottom plots in Figure 5). The discrepancy is about 1% for most of the
VNIR bands.
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Figure 5. Results of the radiometric validation of Sentinel-2 calibration: top figure for MSI-A, bottom figure
for MSI-B. Results are plotted for all the spectral bands and for the different methods. For S2A, the selected
methods are the Rayleigh calibration, the in-situ calibration, the desert pseudo invariant calibration sites
(PICS) calibration and the inter-sensor calibration with Landsat-8. For MSI-B, the methods are the Rayleigh
calibration, the desert PICS calibration and the inter-sensor calibration with MSI-A.

Complementary analysis to improve the calibration approaches for better data interoperability
of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 could be (i) to confirm their calibrations are computed with the
same solar irradiance model and Earth–Sun distance; (ii) to increase, from both NASA and ESA,
the amount of vicarious calibrations over the same sites, using the same spectral characterization
of the targets, the same atmospheric parameters, the same radiative transfer code, as well as
quasi-simultaneous observations.

3.3. Geometric Calibration

Geometric calibration activities aim to fulfill and validate the following mission requirements:

• absolute geolocation performance better than 12.5 m (circular error at 95%);
• multi-temporal relative geolocation accuracy better 3 m (circular error at 95%);
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• relative co-registration between any pair of spectral bands better than 0.3 pixel of the coarser
spatial sampling distance (circular error at 99.7%).

Calibration activities include:

• calibration of the relative viewing directions of each detector pixel;
• adjustment of on-board time lag;
• monitoring and adjustment of the spacecraft line-of-sight model;
• image geometric refinement using a global reference image.

The first two activities were performed during the commissioning period of each S2A and S2B
unit, and no subsequent adjustment was made.

The multispectral registration performance is continuously monitored: a degraded performance
could indicate the need to recalibrate the line of sight. The method uses cloud-free images over flat
terrain. Matching image patches between different spectral bands are identified and the shift vectors
are computed. Point cloud plots are produced to identify potential biases (see Figure 6 below) and
along-track Fourier transform of the error is used to detect potential oscillations in the line of sight.
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The third activity is to determine the three rotation angles (roll, pitch, yaw) characterizing the
pointing bias of the instrument reference line-of-sight with respect to the Attitude and Orbit Control
System (AOCS) frame. These angles are still evolving for both satellites.

The absolute geolocation performance is constantly monitored using a set of ground control
points around the globe. Every month, approximately, the point cloud of errors is plotted in the
along-track/across-track frame. If the cloud shows a bias in the along-track (respectively across-track)
direction, a calibration of the pitch (respectively roll) angle is required. The yaw angle is more difficult to
monitor; a yaw bias can be detected by looking at the variation of the along-track error component along
the swath.

To compute the new calibration angles, images in the sensor frame (L1B) and another set of ground
control points is used. The angles are obtained by minimizing the global error over the set of control points.

In the near future, a similar procedure will be performed to refine the geometric model of all
Sentinel-2 images. The geometric refinement process uses as a reference a set of carefully georeferenced
images, the GRI. For each image data strip, the viewing model will be adjusted to minimize the
shift between the current image and the reference image. This procedure and the associated Global
Reference Image are currently being validated. Aligning all images with the same GRI is expected to
reduce the multi-temporal error from 12 m today to less than 3 m.
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4. Calibration Comparison of Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2

Several university teams have been acquiring Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 data since the launch of each
instrument for the purposes of vicarious calibration [17–19]. Additionally, two groups have developed
absolute calibration models for PICS that can be used for both OLI and MSI. Initial work comparing
Landsat-8 OLI and Sentinel-2A MSI follows; more details on the study can be found in Barsi et al. [20].

Because the two instruments have significant overlap in spectral bandpasses (see Figure 7), these
differences must be accounted for through use of a spectral band adjustment factor (SBAF; [21]).
The SBAF is target specific and requires a source of hyperspectral image data to calculate. Using the
SBAF, the MSI reflectances can be converted to OLI equivalent reflectances.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the spectral response functions for Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2. Even though
there is a high degree of similarity among the three instruments, differences require calculation of a
spectral band adjustment factor (SBAF) to make data from the three sensors interoperable.

4.1. Calibration Comparison Using Coincident Acquisitions

Due to the orbital properties of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8, the instruments acquire coincident images
of specific locations on Earth every 80 days. For Sentinel-2A, two of these locations happen to be two of the
CEOS-defined PICS regions [22], long used for instrument calibrations: Libya-4 and Algeria-3. Since the
launch of Sentinel-2A, the instruments have acquired 5 cloud-free images of Libya-4 and 7 of Algeria-3.
For these image pairs, the top-of-atmosphere reflectance can be directly compared once accounting for the
spectral band differences and the solar zenith angles. Figure 8 shows the ratios between the lifetime average
top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance between OLI and MSI for the common spectral bands. In general,
the instruments agree to within 1%. There is less agreement in CA and Blue bands; though the instruments
agree to within 1.5%, the differences between the sites are larger. In the CA and Blue, the reflectance
differences are consistent to within 0.7% (1-sigma) for a given site. This suggests that there are still some
spectral differences that are not accounted for in the SBAF correction.
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Figure 8. The average lifetime ratio between top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectances for coincident
acquisitions of Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2A for the common spectral bands with 1-sigma error bars. There were
seven cloud-free coincident acquisitions for Algeria-3 since the Sentinel-2A launch and five of Libya-4.

4.2. Pseudo Invariant Calibration Sites (PICS) Absolute Calibration Based on Hyperspectral Sensor Models

Two different models are being used to predict the TOA reflectance of the PICS regions using
hyperspectral satellite data as the source of the “field” data. The models consider the atmospheric
conditions, BRDF, and solar and viewing geometries in converting hyperspectral TOA reflectances to
multispectral TOA reflectances (either OLI or MSI bandpasses). The South Dakota State University
Absolute PICS (APICS) model uses Hyperion data [23], and the ESA Database for Imaging Multi-spectral
Instruments and Tools for Radiometric Intercomparison (DIMITRI)-PICS model uses Medium Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) data [16]. Results using these models are shown in Figure 9 and indicate
that the two instruments are calibrated to within 2% of each other, except for possibly the CA band.
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Figure 9. Absolute PICS model results for calibration of Landsat-8 OLI and Sentinel-2A MSI for the
Libya-4 region. The top figure shows the Database for Imaging Multi-spectral Instruments and Tools
for Radiometric Intercomparison (DIMITRI) results for the visible and near-infrared (VNIR) bands
(DIMITRI does not include data for the shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands) and the bottom figure shows
the APICS results for all the common spectral bands.
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4.3. Vicarious Calibration Based on In Situ Surface Measurements

Two teams in the United States have been acquiring reflectance measurements of the surface
under OLI and MSI: University of Arizona (UAz) at the Railroad Valley Playa, Nevada (RRV),
and South Dakota State University (SDSU) at the Brookings, SD, site [24,25]. In both cases, the software
MODTRAN (Moderate Resolution Atmospheric Transmission) is used to predict top-of-atmosphere
reflectance from the surface measurements, which are then compared to the reflectance measured
by OLI and MSI. See Figure 10. Results of these calibration efforts suggest, once again, that the
two instruments are calibrated consistently with respect to each other in the order of 2% or better.
However, absolute calibration uncertainties are somewhat larger, though consistent within their
respective methodologies.
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Nevada and South Dakota State University (SDSU) at the Brookings vegetated site for OLI and
Sentinel-2A MSI.

4.4. Summary of Results

In order to combine all methods of validating the calibration of MSI with OLI, the ratios of the
MSI and OLI results are taken. This metric should serve to remove any systematic errors within the
models and provide for a per-model comparison of OLI and MSI. Results are shown in Figure 11.
The DIMITRI-PICS model predicts that OLI and MSI are within 1% for all VNIR bands except the
CA, which is likely due to the use of Landsat pre-collection data. The APICS model indicates the
instruments are within 2% for all bands. The UAz RRV comparison shows that MSI and OLI are within
2% across all bands, though with MSI consistently brighter than OLI. Even the SDSU vicarious results,
which indicate the largest absolute calibration errors, suggest the instruments are calibrated to within
4% of each other.
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5. Current Status and Limitations of Data Interoperability with Landsat and Sentinel

Since 2015, a number of researchers have worked to combine Landsat and Sentinel-2 data for
particular applications, and more efforts to do so are emerging on a regular basis. In this section we
provide the perspective from several applications research groups on the current status and limitations
of interoperability between Landsat and Sentinel-2, and the expectations emerging from the broader
international Earth observation community. These perspectives, in conjunction with the calibration
results above, inform the recommendations for the calibration community provided in Section 6 below.

5.1. Harmonized Landsat/Sentinel-2 (HLS) Project

The NASA Harmonized Landsat/Sentinel-2 (HLS) Project has been working to create a seamless
surface reflectance record using input data from Landsat 8 OLI and Sentinel-2A/B MSI. In this context,
“harmonized” means that that sensor-specific radiometric and geometric differences are adjusted
and removed, such that it should be transparent to end users which sensor originated any specific
reflectance observation within an HLS time series. Specifically, the HLS processing stream includes
a common atmospheric correction for each sensor based on the Landsat 8 Surface Reflectance Code
(LaSRC) approach [26], BRDF adjustment to nadir view angle and constant solar elevation [27,28],
spectral bandpass adjustment of Sentinel-2 MSI to better match Landsat 8 OLI, and cloud and shadow
masking. HLS products are geo-registered to Sentinel-2 clear images, and regridded using the
Sentinel-2 Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) tiling system at 30-m resolution. The overall goal
is to create dense time series of reflectance observations suitable for use in mapping highly dynamic
surface processes, including crop type, condition, and management practice, vegetation phenology,
and surface water extent (Figure 12).

To date, the HLS project has not directly evaluated how calibration uncertainty in Level 1 inputs
propagates to output reflectance time series. In part, this reflects initial findings from the NASA/USGS
and ESA instrument teams reporting that each sensor met its own calibration requirements, and that
their radiometric responses were comparable within measurement uncertainties [20]. Instead, the main
effort has gone toward assessing the absolute reflectance uncertainty of HLS products, and assessing
short-term temporal stability (using reflectance retrievals from pseudo-invariant calibration sites or
PICS). Short-term relative reflectance variability evaluated from bright PICS sites are generally in
the range of ~3% for both visible and near-infrared bands. Residual variability is likely due to a
combination of unmasked thin clouds, errors in aerosol retrieval, errors in the BRDF adjustment,
and errors in the spectral bandpass adjustment, in roughly that order.
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Assessment of absolute accuracy for HLS products has relied on independent studies of the LaSRC
atmospheric correction, as well as comparisons with Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(MODIS) nadir-adjusted products and in situ data collected by Surface Radiation Budget Network
(SURFRAD) broadband radiometers [29]. The LaSRC algorithms for Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 have
been validated by comparing output surface reflectance with results derived from running the 6S
radiative transfer model using aerosol inputs from in situ AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network)
measurements. These comparisons indicate absolute surface uncertainty (root-mean-square error
(RMSE)) varying from ~0.006 (darker targets) to 0.009 (bright targets), which convert to relative errors
of 2–6%. Comparisons with SURFRAD indicate higher uncertainties, with RMSE of ~0.02 or ~10%
relative. It should be noted that these validation approaches do not measure the same sources of
error. The AERONET comparisons only include errors associated with the LaSRC image-based aerosol
retrieval, while the SURFRAD comparisons include the full range of HLS processing. At the same
time, the SURFAD measurements require HLS spectral reflectance values to be interpolated to broader
spectral bandpasses, which is another potential source of error. A key point is that the land remote
sensing community still lacks an established network of ground observations of surface spectral
reflectance for use in validating moderate-resolution products such as HLS.
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Figure 12. Seasonal phenology (greening) for natural grassland (blue line) and irrigated alfalfa fields (red
line) near Cheyenne Wyoming observed from Harmonized Landsat/Sentinel-2 data products. The high
temporal density of observations allows individual mowing events to be detected within alfalfa fields.

The HLS project has encountered several other challenges in generating harmonized products.
These include:

• Sensor misregistration: as noted above, Landsat 8 ground control differs from Sentinel-2.
To minimize image-to-image variability when stacked as time series, HLS has implemented
an approach whereby each Landsat image is co-registered to a “master” Sentinel-2a image using
image cross-correlation techniques [30].

• Cloud masking: in the absence of a thermal channel, it has proven difficult to generate reliable
cloud masks for Sentinel-2 imagery. Currently, the HLS project uses the output of the LaSRC
cloud mask combined with the Boston University Fmask algorithm [31,32].
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• Processing baselines: in 2017 USGS moved from the earlier L1T product to the “Collection 1”
products, and announced plans to make analysis ready data (ARD) the default product by the
launch of Landsat 9 in 2020. Similarly, ESA evolved the L1C baseline processing over several
iterations during the early phases of the Sentinel-2 mission, including changes to the product
filename and file structure. While welcome, these changes have made it difficult to standardize
and synchronize the HLS processing. In addition, ESA has not yet implemented a “collection”
model that includes archive-scale reprocessing.

To date, HLS has generated products covering some 9.1 million km2, or about 7% of the global
land area. The project is planning to release a wall-to-wall North America product, with <5 day latency,
during calendar year 2018. Additional details on the HLS processing and current status of the product
suite can be found on the project web site: https://hls.gsfc.nasa.gov.

5.2. Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 Burned Area Mapping

Mapping the spatial extent of fire-affected areas on a systematic basis is needed in support of
numerous science applications, and in particular for estimation of pyrogenic emissions of greenhouse
gasses and aerosols. Landsat data have been used for burned area mapping since the availability of
the first Landsat 1 data [33,34]. However, Landsat-based burned area mapping is significantly limited
by the low Landsat temporal revisit, combined with cloud cover, and, in many regions, by rapid
post-fire vegetation regrowth and dissipation of char and ash [35,36]. In the last two decades global
burned products have been produced using coarse spatial resolution data [37], notably, using change
detection algorithms that take advantage of the near daily MODIS 500 m observation record [38,39].
The Sentinel-2 MSI has spectral bands that are well suited for burned area mapping [40] and with
Landsat 8 OLI provide the opportunity for medium-resolution burned area mapping using change
detection algorithms, particularly as both Sentinel-2 data streams with Landsat 8 provide a global
median average revisit interval of 2.9 days [41].

As noted for the HLS project, there are a number of pre-processing issues required before
Landsat-8 OLI and Sentinel-2 MSI data can be used seamlessly together. Significant progress has been
made, however, although there are still ongoing issues. This is illustrated briefly below in support
of a NASA-funded project to develop burned area products using Collection 1 Landsat 8 OLI and
Sentinel-2 MSI data. Rather than use the Sentinel-2 MSI tiling system, that is complex to use for large
area applications as adjacent tiles from the same MSI swath overlap spatially and may be defined in
different UTM zones [42], both sensor’s data are reprojected into the MODIS sinusoidal projection [43].
In this way, the reprojected data are straightforward to compare with the standard MODIS land
products (e.g., [44]) and burned area estimates are defined without areal bias as the MODIS projection
is an equal area projection. The Sentinel-2 and the Landsat-8 data are registered to sub-pixel precision
using affine transformations derived with a robust matching algorithm developed for this purpose [45]
and via a least-squares adjustment among different orbits to reduce sensitivity to missing and cloudy
data typically found when registering only individual tiles and images [46]. Research to downscale
Landsat 8 30 m data to 20 m Sentinel 2 MSI resolution is underway [47] but currently the MSI
20 m data are upscaled to 30 m by bilinear resampling and the Landsat 8 Collection1 data are also
bilinear resampled.

Both sensor’s data are atmospherically corrected using the LaSRC algorithm as described above for
the HLS data. The Landsat-8 Collection 1 cloud mask [48] is used to discard cloud-contaminated pixels.
The Sentinel-2 L1C cloud mask currently performs poorly, and instead the SEN2COR cloud mask [49]
is used for Sentinel-2 application. Research to evaluate shadow masks in the Landsat-8 Collection
1 and Sentinel-2 L1C products is underway. Bi-directional reflectance variations imposed by variations
in the viewing and solar geometry occur over most terrestrial surfaces and, for many applications,
are considered as a source of noise. Surface reflectance anisotropy, has been observed to cause NIR
reflectance variations up to 0.06 (reflectance units) across the Landsat swath [27] and up to 0.08 across
the Sentinel-2 swath [28]. Although these variations are much smaller than observed for MODIS data,

https://hls.gsfc.nasa.gov
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where they can be greater than reflectance changes due to biomass burning [50], they are still not
insignificant. Therefore, the surface reflectance data are corrected to nadir BRDF-adjusted reflectance
(NBAR) using a semi-empirical c-factor approach that provides a first-order BRDF correction [27,28].

Figure 13 shows a time series of Landsat 8 OLI (filled circles) and Sentinel-2A MSI (open circles)
surface NBAR data processed as described in the above two paragraphs for a single 30 m location.
The near-infrared (865 nm) and short-wave infrared (1610 nm) bands of each sensor are illustrated as
these bands are sensitive to fire effects [34,40,50]. The pixel is over a Zambian woody savanna location
and burned after day 208 and on or before day 214, with evident drops in OLI and MSI surface NBAR
between these dates.

In Figure 13 it is apparent that OLI and MSI observations were acquired occasionally on the
same day or only one day apart but that their surface NBAR values are different, despite the above
processing. On the same day different sensor acquisitions were within 15 min of each other and so
it is unlikely that the observed differences were due to surface or atmospheric changes. Rather they
are due to sensor spectral band pass differences and residual calibration, atmospheric correction and
NBAR derivation errors. A statistical comparison of a large amount of OLI and MSI surface NBAR
data, similar to the approach applied to derive statistical spectral transformations between Landsat
7 and Landsat 8 data [51], has been undertaken. The MSI surface NBAR MSI data were adjusted to
OLI using the spectral linear transformations [52] and evidently (straight lines) make the plotted OLI
and MSI surface NBAR time series more coherent with respect to each other.
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Figure 13. Illustrative time series of Landsat 8 OLI (filled circles) and Sentinel-2A MSI (open circles)
atmospherically corrected nadir BRDF-adjusted reflectance (NBAR) for a single 30 m woody savanna
pixel location in the 2016 dry season over Zambia (74 days). The open circles without and with an
intersecting line show the MSI surface NBAR without and with respectively application of a spectral
linear transformation used to adjust the MSI to OLI [52]. The location burned after day 208 and on or
before day 214.

5.3. Aquatic Applications: Potentials and Limitations

Within the next decade, the Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 virtual constellation will be the primary
source of well-monitored Earth-observing datasets for monitoring water resources, including lakes,
reservoirs, rivers, bays, and other nearshore coastal areas. Because of the improvements in the sensor
technology, the image data from this constellation was anticipated to outperform heritage missions
like Landsat-5 and -7 [53–55] or the SPOT. The primary advantages come from (a) the improved SNR
and (b) the additional spectral bands at ~443 nm and within the NIR region. The high data quality
together with 2.9-day revisit time of the constellation revolutionizes the way satellite data are utilized
for science algorithm development and/or monitoring applications in inland and nearshore coastal
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waters. For either purpose, consistency in both TOA and atmospherically corrected products, i.e.,
remote-sensing reflectance (Rrs), is critical. The remote-sensing reflectance, defined as the ratio of
water-leaving radiance to total downwelling irradiance just above water [56], plays a major role in
enabling quantification of water constituents, including the concentrations of total suspended solids
(TSS) and chlorophyll-a (Chl), the absorption by colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), and other
products like turbidity, clarity, or Secchi disk depth.

From the ocean color literature, it is well-known that a 1% calibration offset in the blue bands
yields a 10% error in Rrs over blue ocean waters [57,58]. In optically complex inland/nearshore
waters, a 1% calibration offset may translate to larger errors in Rrs (λ < 500 nm) in CDOM-rich
waters in the blue bands. It is also possible that the uncertainties may be smaller in extremely
eutrophic/turbid waters in Rrs (λ > 600 nm) than those over clear ocean waters in this spectral region.
The sensitivity of algorithms to uncertainties in Rrs also determines the required accuracies/precision
in TOA measurements, i.e., sensitivity to calibration performance may differ for different algorithms.
For example, band ratio algorithms [59,60] tend to be less susceptible to uncertainties in Rrs.
An example of a time-series chlorophyll-a product over an arbitrary location (marked by a triangle) in
San Francisco Bay is illustrated in Figure 14. The products are derived from Landsat-8, Sentinel-2A,
and Sentinel-2B using a blue-green band ratio. Note that while Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2A have been
vicariously calibrated, Sentinel-2B data are processed “as is”.
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For monitoring applications where anomalies in water quality conditions are sought, such
uncertainties are of less importance. However, for science algorithm developments and the associated
time-series applications, uncertainties in Rrs require major attention. Furthermore, to ensure various
global and region-specific algorithms transfer minimal uncertainties to products like Chl or TSS, it is
logical to maintain high-quality TOA observations with minimal calibration errors or instrument
artifacts. Last, but not least, to enable robust monitoring of water quality indicators, it is essential to
provide end-users with per-pixel uncertainty estimates. This goes beyond existing quality assurance
(QA) flags and allows for providing a confidence level to each pixel enabling effective decision-making.
Such uncertainty products for Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 are only possible when calibration uncertainties
or instrument artifacts are well known. It is, thus, crucial to have accurate knowledge of radiometric
performance of this constellation throughout its lifetime.

Currently, preliminary vicarious calibrations [61] conducted for a handful of OLI [62] and MSI
images [63] using in situ data autonomously measured at the Marine Optical Buoy (MOBY) and
the Buoy for the Long Term Acquisition of Time Series (BOUSSOLE) site have yielded reasonable
relative consistencies in TOA, Rrs, and TSS products. Analyzing the near-simultaneous overpasses
after vicarious calibration indicated that the corresponding products agree, on average, within 0.5% in
TOA and 8% in using in situ measurements at the MOBY and the BOUSSOLE site with the red channel
showing the largest differences. This largest discrepancy in the red channel is attributed to imperfect
spectral-band adjustments in the red spectral bands.
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Figure 15 illustrates the Relative Spectral Responses (RSRs) (only within 600–700 nm) overlaid
onto hyperspectral in situ Rrs. where shifts in the spectral bands can be inferred [63]. The histograms
in Figure 15 show the distributions of the ratios in the red channels, i.e., MSI to OLI, obtained from
simulated/measured hyperspectral Rrs data [63]. The spread in the distribution indicates that if a
median ratio (~0.9) is chosen for spectral band adjustments, errors are expected in intercomparisons.

Overall, although the existing intercomparison exercise has minimal uncertainties [62,64], there seems
to be a need for further improvements in the treatment of differences in red channels in both the TOA
and Rrs domains. With the foreseeable improvements, it is possible to utilize the approach to ensure
consistency in radiometric responses in the future. Such efforts will become more critical as the instruments
and onboard calibration devices age. Regardless of the radiometric performance of the instruments, it is
worth noting that high-quality products (e.g., Chl) are nearly impossible over areas affected by haze in
the sunglint region, i.e., the eastern portion of the scenes. In addition, differences in the SNRs may also
contribute to differences in products at local scales, i.e., pixel-level. For instance, band ratio algorithms may
accentuate random noise contributions leading to larger discrepancies in the products.
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5.4. Data Interoperability for the International Community

The international community, through the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS),
is expressing an expectation of data interoperability as a general principle, beyond specific application
areas such as those discussed above. Interoperability is seen as a key requirement to deliver benefit
from operational remote-sensing satellite systems such as Landsat and Sentinel 2, and as a logical ‘next
step’ to build on the success of free and open data [65].

CEOS (www.ceos.org) seeks to optimize the benefits of space-based Earth observation through
high level cooperation in areas such as mission planning and provision of compatible data products
and policies. As applications become more operational, data suppliers will need to ensure:

• Continuity so that down-stream products can be developed with confidence that the data streams will
continue, with smooth transitions as old instruments are retired and replaced with newer versions;

• Interoperability between data streams to allow reliable and high-quality products,
as demonstrated in the NASA HLS Project; and

• That data are fit for use by specialists in agriculture, security, civil engineering, disaster
management and so on, who may not be remote sensing scientists. These users will need
data that are ‘ready to use’.

www.ceos.org
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CEOS is therefore establishing a framework for analysis-ready data for land applications, defined
as: CEOS Analysis Ready Data for Land (CARD4L) are satellite data that have been processed to a minimum
set of requirements and organized into a form that allows immediate analysis with a minimum of additional user
effort, and, interoperability both through time and with other datasets.

CEOS analysis ready data places an expectation that satellite data will not only be calibrated
at sensor level, but will also be processed to provide a quantitative land surface measurement.
At time of writing, land surface reflectance and land surface temperature have been identified
by the CEOS community as analysis ready data products for optical land observing satellites.
Although measurements taken with differing instruments (e.g., OLI, MSI) will not be identical, they
will be fundamentally comparable and, therefore, a critical step toward enduring interoperability.

Several surface reflectance products are already being produced. Australia [66], Canada, China,
the European Space Agency [67], France, the United Kingdom and the USA [68] are actively developing
or have developed surface reflectance products from Landsat and Sentinel-2 platforms. In the private
sector, Planet released a surface reflectance specification in 2017 [69]. In addition, Kirches et al. [70]
indicated the development of surface reflectance products for land cover climate change, analysis
ready data has been developed in Switzerland [71] and Masek’s efforts were summarized previously.

However, these efforts lack coordination and technical consistency; for example, in approaches to
corrections for the atmosphere, the bidirectional reflectance distribution function and terrain. CEOS is
developing a framework for analysis ready data that can guide the efforts of individual agencies
toward a consistent overall approach.

To meet the rising expectations of the international community for interoperable data, including
preparing data for exploitation in new architectures such as data-cubes [72] calibrated data from
Landsat and Sentinel 2 will need to be further processed to produce land surface measurements of
surface reflectance, validated against in situ measurements. The methods and protocols to achieve this
are a significant challenge for the calibration and validation community.

6. Recommendations

Several recommendations have already been suggested in the preceding sections. With a goal of
integrating all perspectives from the workshop, and after considerable discussion, the panel produced
the following set of recommendations.

6.1. Improve Communications

As is often the case with any human endeavor, communications can be a limiting factor. This was
felt to be the case with calibration and data interoperability at several levels. First, better communications
were suggested between agencies responsible for the satellite missions. One simple suggestion would be
to promote attendance at each agency’s calibration meetings, either in person or via distance methods.
However, more broadly, better communications were suggested with the remote-sensing community
as a whole. In addition, it was noted that the information communicated needed to be both timely
and accurate—despite the fact that these two characteristics can often be at odds with one another.
Additional elements include information that is both strategic as well as authoritative.

Distribution mechanisms are another key factor relating to improved communications.
Although there are many mechanisms, using them optimally and efficiently can be difficult.
Broad email distribution lists and official websites were suggestions for agency use. However, even
social media—such as Twitter—can play an important role. Numerous examples were cited of its
effective use in the research community.

6.2. Adopt Collection-Based Processing

A collection, in the context of this discussion, relates to all products downstream of the rawest
form of the main input data (telemetry), produced sequentially by a given entity. Collection-based
processing means that the entire data collection from an instrument is processed whenever an upgrade
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is necessary, and not just a part of it. Minor changes to a collection can be referred to as updates, while
reprocessing of the entire collection can be considered upgrades. This approach has been used with
MODIS data since its inception, has recently been adopted by USGS EROS for Landsat data, and is
under consideration for Sentinel 2 as the system matures. This approach also implies that reprocessing
of data is done on an infrequent basis and only when necessary to ensure data quality. The significant
benefit to users is that they can always have access to a complete data set from any instrument and be
assured of incorporation of the latest enhancements into the entire data set.

For the specific sensors being considered, the panel recommended that Sentinel 2A/B join Landsat
and adopt collection-based processing. However, this approach can also be recommended for sensor
systems in general. One last recommendation on this topic is that, if possible, Landsat and Sentinel
2 should coordinate their collection upgrades so they occur at the same time.

6.3. Improve Calibration Methodologies

As expected there were several recommendations from the workshop that fall into the
category of improving calibration methodologies. These can be divided into geometric, radiometric,
and cross-calibration categories.

Under the category of geometric calibration, three recommendations were made. The first was
to establish inter-agency agreement to share the L1C Geometric Reference Image (GRI) that has been
developed by ESA and is being incorporated into the Sentinel 2 mission. This approach would
improve the geometric accuracy of Landsat imagery and also provide greater consistency between
the two systems. The second recommendation was for the Sentinel 2 Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
to be shared with the Landsat program which would allow for a modest improvement in geometric
consistency as well. Lastly, it was recommended to publish both Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 point spread
functions with the goal of allowing the user community to more effectively resample higher resolution
imagery to Landsat and Sentinel scales.

Radiometric calibration recommendations were also threefold in nature. The first recommendation
was to use a common solar irradiance model. This is a shared concern that has received significant attention
in the calibration community over the years, but has been limited in resolution. As an example, in the
case of Sentinel 2 and Landsat, the Thuillier and ChKur models are used, respectively. Differences in these
models are in the 2–3% range in the SWIR, so noticeable improvement in consistency is possible with this
recommendation. Use of multiple models has a direct impact on vicarious calibration methods, especially
when comparisons are done across sensors. Therefore, because several solar irradiance models exist and it
has also been hard to standardize on one, several systems are moving to reflectance-based radiometric
calibration which obviates the need for a solar irradiance model. In addition, reflectance-based calibration
has an advantage of less uncertainty in the methodology.

The second specific topic for radiometric improvement was the use of consistent Earth-Sun
distances. This factor affects absolute radiometric calibration up to 3% over the year. Any inaccuracy
of its estimate directly impacts the assessment of absolute gain coefficients. It was recommended at the
workshop to compare the values of Earth-Sun distances estimated over one year between NASA for
OLI calibration and MPC for S2 calibration.

A third radiometric calibration recommendation was to use common methods for PICS-based
calibration. Pseudo Invariant Calibration Sites are routinely used to monitor the long-term stability
of optical satellites using stable sites that are primarily located in the Sahara Desert. But, there has
been a lack of standardization for using these sites. For example, different regions are used, as are
different models for surface BRDF, spectral responses, and atmospheric conditions. Fortunately, there
are efforts underway for standardization (the CEOS Working Group on Calibration and Validation
(WGCV) Infrared Visible and Optical Sensors (IVOS) PICS Characterization (PICSCAR) project as one
example), but significant effort will be required to reach agreement on standardized methods.

A series of recommendations were developed for improving cross-calibration. The first was to
generate consistent cross-calibration coefficients within the Landsat and Sentinel 2 series. Sensitivity to
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this, of course, is most prevalent for Landsat which has been flying sensors since the 1970s. Because of
substantial differences in sensor design, as well as incremental improvements to calibration that have
occurred over the intervening decades, the consistency among these sensors has not always been
optimal. Fortunately, USGS EROS has been addressing this issue and a consistent calibration for all
sensors from Landsat 8 OLI back to the Landsat 1 Multispectral Scanner (MSS) will be incorporated
in Collection 2 Processing which is due to be released in 2018. While this effort will place all the
instruments on a consistent radiometric scale, it does not account for differences in sensor design
(for example, spectral bandpass differences). Thus, because of this, when two sensors view the same
target at the same time, there will be differences in sensor output. This observation advocates for
sensor designs in the future that can mitigate these effects. In contrast, the Sentinel 2 program has been
operational for only two years at the time of writing, but does have two nearly identical sensors in
orbit collecting data. This recommendation, coupled with the recommendation for collection-based
processing, provides clear guidance to the program for consistent cross-calibration of Sentinel 2 A and
B as well as follow-on instruments. Currently, these two sensors show an approximate one percent
difference in calibration (See Section 3). Resolving this issue is the clear recommendation.

The second recommendation for cross-calibration was to generate consistent cross-calibration
coefficients for Landsat and Sentinel 2. Differences between the two sensor systems (Landsat 8 OLI
and Sentinel 2 A/B) were shown at the workshop to be 1–2%. At a minimum, the recommendation would
be to publish values that would place Landsat on the Sentinel 2 radiometric scale, and vice-versa, resulting
in two sets of coefficients. A slightly more difficult approach, but yet perhaps of more benefit to users,
would be to use one system as the reference and cross-calibrating the other to it. On a broader scale, this is
a need that permeates the remote-sensing community in that all optical sensors could be cross-calibrated to
a reference sensor. This would be of significant benefit to all who use remote-sensing data.

Third in the list of cross-calibration recommendations is the coordination of top-of-atmosphere
(TOA) cross-calibration comparisons between Landsat and Sentinel 2. This could be effected
by taking advantage of simultaneous nadir overpasses (SNO) whenever possible, or near-SNO
opportunities over stable targets. The recommendation suggests developing a standard procedure
for performing these types of comparisons, and implementing them on a regular basis. Inherent in
this recommendation is the need for making observations in a manner that accounts for differences
in sensors, viewing/illumination angles, coupled with target surface properties and atmospheric
effects. All sensors could benefit from this type of activity, so in principle the recommendation is easily
extended to the broader community; however, implementation details will have to be thoroughly
addressed for successful comparisons.

As a final note on this topic, it was recommended that cross-calibration activities mentioned here
should be consistently used throughout the lifetime of each mission. This should be considered part of
the normal operations for both the Sentinel 2 and Landsat programs.

6.4. Develop Validation of Level 2 Products

Perhaps the most ambitious recommendation from the workshop was to develop a process for
validation of Level 2 products. The definition of Level 2 products, as least for the purposes of this paper,
are surface reflectance and surface temperature products produced from Level 1 at-sensor products
through atmospheric compensation. The major driver for this is the observation that the vast majority
of scientists who use data from these sensors are interested in what is occurring at the surface and not
at the sensor. In fact, every indication for the past several years suggests that surface products will
become, or already are, the ‘standard’ product of most users.

Within the NASA Earth Observation System (EOS) Program, Terra and Aqua MODIS surface
reflectance products have been the standard source for generating higher-level land products at global
scales. Due to the large footprint of MODIS pixels it has not been practical to validate surface reflectance
using ground-based radiometers or spectrometers. Instead, considerable progress has been made
by first comparing radiative transfer models [73], and then validating the most uncertain part of the
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atmospheric correction—aerosol estimation—using AERONET optical thickness data. This approach
has been extended to Landsat surface reflectance products [26], and formed the basis for the recent
CEOS Atmospheric Correction Intercomparison Experiment (ACIX), which involved both Landsat
and Sentinel-2.

However, the 10–30 m resolution of Landsat and Sentinel-2 now admit the possibility of direct,
ground-based validation of spectral reflectance itself and use of in situ surface reflectance observations
for validation was explicitly highlight by the panel. This will be especially challenging because few of
these measurements are made on a regular basis, standard procedures for acquiring the measurements
have not been developed, accuracy and precision will have to be determined, and it will likely require
global cooperation to obtain a satisfactory representation of the Earth’s surfaces. It will be necessary
to develop a systematic process for obtaining surface reflectance measurements. Implicit in this will
be the need for a standard procedure for the measurement that includes methodology, data format,
estimates of accuracy and precision, traceability to the International System of Units (SI traceability)
and data management/availability.

Fortunately, there are a few activities already in progress that can lend support to the validation of
surface reflectance products. The RadCalNet program, being developed in the context of CEOS WGCV
IVOS, is a good example (http://calvalportal.ceos.org/test-sites/radcalnet-prototyping). The intent
of RadCalNet is to provide top of atmosphere radiance/reflectance estimates over stable radiometric
calibration sites. However, to do so, each of these sites directly measures surface reflectance and makes
those data available to users. Currently in a beta test configuration, it is anticipated that the data will
soon be available to the public.

Another related activity is the Fiducial Reference Measurements (FRM) program sponsored by the
European Space Agency (https://earth.esa.int/web/sppa/activities/frm). This program provides a
variety of in situ measurements for satellite ocean color, altimetry, and air quality, to name a few. As such,
it provides a promising framework that could be adapted for surface reflectance measurements.

As a final note, successfully accomplishing this recommendation will clearly require a global effort.
In order to validate a broad variety of surface reflectance products, it will be necessary to obtain surface
reflectance measurements over a variety of land surface types, with a broad variety of atmospheric
conditions, and on all continents. Clearly, no single agency can accomplish this goal. Thus, it is
strongly recommended that a cooperative effort be developed that spans numerous agencies in a
highly coordinated manner to achieve this goal. Fortunately, efforts are already underway; Geoscience
Australia is developing this capability in Australia as one example.

7. Conclusions

Interoperable data among sensors making similar measurements is a topic gaining more
importance as the number of optical remote-sensing satellites increases. Being able to combine
data sets significantly increases the number of data points that can be incorporated into time-series
analyses of the Earth’s surface properties. However, difficulties remain developing these time series
because of differences in the design and observations made by the sensors. The impact of calibration on
data interoperability is not well understood and represents an area of improvement for the community.
To address this issue, a workshop with a panel of experts was held in conjunction with the Pecora
20 conference focused on data interoperability between Landsat and the Sentinel 2 sensors.

Four major areas of recommendation were the outcome of the workshop. The first was to improve
communications between agencies flying optical remote-sensing satellites, as well as between agencies
and the broader public. The use of multiple electronic methods, including social media, was suggested.
The second recommendation was to adopt collection-based processing of data recorded by the sensors.
This means that the entire archive is reprocessed, not just a portion of it, and only when needed to
update parameters that significantly affect applications of the data. The third area of recommendation
dealt directly with calibration methodologies. It consisted of a list of changes that are both simple and
difficult to implement that would improve radiometric, geometric, and cross-calibration. The fourth,

http://calvalportal.ceos.org/test-sites/radcalnet-prototyping
https://earth.esa.int/web/sppa/activities/frm
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and most ambitious, recommendation is to develop a comprehensive process for validating land
surface reflectance products. This is needed because nearly all science users require a surface product
for their work. It is difficult because these measurements are not made routinely, a standard process
needs to be developed, and the effort needs to be global in nature. Fortunately, it appears that many
agencies worldwide are aware of this issue and interested in working together to address it.
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